INTERNET AND
NETWORK

INTERNET &

NETWORK

Connecting networks, securing
data and providing solutions for
your business.
For over two decades, we’ve worked across Ontario

SECURITY

to ensure its businesses have the means to connect.

	Connect freely while keeping all data secure through

Regardless of what your network goals are – improve

carrier-grade encryption, a private line and optional

performance, build resilience or increase capacity –

DDoS protection.

we can help.
FLEXIBILITY
Expanding your network and capacity, without
expanding your risk.

	Select from a large range of bandwidth options,
geographic route selections and physical interfaces
to develop customized connectivity solutions.

When it comes to connectivity, every organization has
different priorities from the next. For some, performance

SUPPORT

and security are most important, while others are looking

	Engage with a single point of contact in our world-

for flexibility and support or require a strong, consistent

class Client Engagement Centre, which offers

connection across multiple locations.

concierge access to all of Acronym’s services and
departments.

Whatever your objectives are, we can address your needs
in the following ways:

HIGHLY SKILLED STAFF
	24/7/365 access to dedicated sales, engineering,

HIGH PERFORMANCE
	Transfer large amounts of data quickly and securely
through a low-latency, high-bandwidth network
connection. Our MPLS, Ethernet and Wavelength
services provide dependable, high-performance
bandwidth for the most demanding workloads.
BUSINESS RESILIENCE
	Pivot quickly when priorities and circumstances change
while continuing to support your staff and operation
with a multi-layer, fault-tolerant network architecture,
diverse path routing and innovative solutions that
provide business agility.

technical support and service delivery teams.

MONTREAL
OTTAWA

ORILLIA

PETERBOROUGH

BARRIE

40+

KINGSTON

Data Centres served

BRUCE

80+

Network points of presence

TORONTO

NIAGARA FALLS
SARNIA

LONDON

BUFFALO

DETROIT

8,700+ km

Fibre-optic lines (route km) across
Ontario with interconnections to
Montreal & the US

100+

Municipalities served in Ontario

24/7/365

Support by our Network
Operations Centres (NOC)

WINDSOR

It’s your
business. Select
the dependable,
high-performing
network that’s
right for it.
Our extensive fibre-optic
network spans more than
8,700 km, which makes it
possible for organizations
like yours to connect facilities
and offices through diverse or
remote locations.

Internet with
DDoS Shield

Connect to the internet across multiple upstream
interconnects. Plus, DDoS Shield can be added to quickly and
seamlessly protect against DDoS attacks.

Secure
SD-WAN

Faster connectivity and better branch-to-cloud network
performance with built-in cybersecurity protection.

MPLS

Business-grade network availability and infrastructure
redundancy for the most demanding workloads.

Ethernet

Scalable and flexible network services up to 100 Gbps.

Wavelength

High-performance transport network connectivity across
protected or unprotected circuits.

Dark Fibre

Secure, unlit transportation network services across Ontario.

Tower
Attachment

Utility-grade and colocation options across Ontario to expand
coverage and meet the needs of carriers, service providers
and public-sector organizations.

To learn more about our Internet & Network services,
contact us at: Sales@AcronymSolutions.com

1.866.345.6820

Join our mailing list

SIGN UP

